HONORS CONVOCATION

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY

The Twenty-Eighth of April
Two Thousand and Twenty-Three at Two O’Clock
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium
We celebrate SMU’s finest scholars at today’s Honors Convocation.

Gathered in community, with students, faculty, staff, parents and friends, we recognize the accomplishments of our awardees, whose intelligence, dedication and hard work have contributed greatly to the life of this University.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

CARILLON CONCERT
Half Past One O’Clock in the Afternoon
David Y. Son, Carillonneur
Fondren Science Tower

PROCessional

WELCOME
Elizabeth G. Loboa
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

INVOCATION
Elisabeth A. Garvin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

INTRODUCTIONS
Elizabeth G. Loboa

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
Raleigh A. Dewan ’23
“Still I Love”
Saifiyah Zaki ’24
“Navigating the Loneliness Landscape”

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

CONVOCATION ADDRESS
“Your Silver Lining”
S. Lynne Stokes
Professor of Statistical Science

SPECIAL MUSIC
American Anthem

Jules Annabi ’23
by Gene Scheer
Accompanied by Tara Emerson

RECOGNITION OF UNIVERSITY
HONORS PROGRAM MEMBERS
AND HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEES

David Doyle, Jr.
Dean of Honors and Scholars Programs and
Director of Dedman College Scholars Program

THOMAS DiPiero
Elisabeth Martin Armstrong Dean of
Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

SAMUEL S. Holland
Algur H. Meadows Dean of Meadows School of the Arts

MATTHEW B. Myers
Dean and Tolleson Chair in Business Leadership of Cox School of Business

NADER Jalili
Mary and Richard Templeton Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

STEPHANIE L. Knight
Leon Simmons Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
RECOGNITION OF
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP AWARDS,
UNIVERSITY AWARDS,
HYER SOCIETY INDUCTEES AND
OUTSTANDING SENIOR MAN AND WOMAN

PRESENTATION OF Awardees

Elizabeth G. Loboa

CONGRATULATORY REMARKS

Elena D. Hicks
Marshal Lector
Assistant Vice Provost and Dean of Admission

Robert Frank
President of the SMU Faculty Senate and
ex officio member of the SMU Board of Trustees

Connie Blass O’Neill ’77
Member of the SMU Board of Trustees

ALMA MATER

Varsity

RECESSIONAL

Imperial Brass

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE PLATFORM PARTY

Gary Brubaker, Director of SMU Guildhall
Jill DeTemple, Platform Marshal
Holly Jeffcoat, Dean of SMU Libraries
Bishop Michael McKee, Dean ad interim of Perkins School of Theology
Brandon G. Miller, Assistant Dean for University Honors Program and Fellowships
Kenechukwu (K.C.) Mmeje, Vice President for Student Affairs
Suku Nair, Vice Provost for Research and Chief Innovation Officer
Robin Poston, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean of the Moody School of
Graduate and Advanced Studies
Melinda Sutton ’97, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students

GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Heather DeShon, Procession Marshal
Jill DeTemple, Platform Marshal
Elena D. Hicks, Marshal Lector

SCHOOL Marshals

Michael Hahsler, Richard S. Jones, Mark Kerins, Maribeth Kuenzi, Megan Murphy

UNIVERSITY Honors PROGRAM AND HONOR Society Marshals

Rachel Ball-Phillips, Crista DeLuzio

Faculty Marshal

Kathy Jean Hayes
National Fellowship Awards

Marshall Scholar Finalist: Piper Elizabeth Holden
ACE Teaching Fellow: Katelyn Thy-An Tran
Boren Scholarship to Tajikistan: Erik Jahveed Rorem
Alternate, Boren Scholarship to Albania: Lillian Emily Duma
Critical Language Scholarship for Arabic: Rodney Johnson
Critical Language Scholarship for Persian: Erik Jahveed Rorem
Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Uzbekistan: Saavni Nirav Desai
Alternate, Critical Language Scholarship for Portuguese: Raleigh Alexander Dewan
Alternate, Fulbright Scholarship to Belgium: Jackson Slade Covert
Alternate, Fulbright Scholarship to Mongolia: Curtis Reagan Johnson
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright Scholarship to Australia: Asher Kye Thye
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright Scholarship to Ecuador: Nicholas McGuire Simpson
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright Scholarship to Iceland: Sydney Paige Castle
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright Scholarship to the Netherlands: Daniel Alexander Covert
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright Scholarship to the United Kingdom: Laura Scott Cary
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Colombia: Emory James McDowell
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to South Korea: Simone Jeong Melvin
Semi-Finalist, Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Spain: Lamisa Z. Ali
Gilman Scholar to Spain: Ruth Nyarukira Kinyua
Goldwater Scholar: Joshua Warren Ange
Fellow to Institute for Responsible Citizenship: Kirk Ilerioluwa Ogunrinde
National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates: Regina Phuong Vi Nguyen; Andrea Zulema Reyes; Jacob Antonio Stavely

SMU Libraries

SMU Libraries Student Employee Excellence Award: Azeez Christopher Akande; Joy Morrow
The Larrie and Bobbi Weil Undergraduate Research Award: Miriam Nicole Wassef

Altshuler Learning Enhancement Center

Ben Thomas Excellence in Tutoring Award: Ryan Douglas Schaefer
Robert Stewart Hyer Society

The Robert Stewart Hyer Society is SMU’s most prestigious honor society, named after the University’s founding president. Candidates must meet a 3.85 GPA requirement, and a faculty committee then makes the final selections based on written essays.

Caden Scott Arras  |  Angela Sofia Goff  |  Travis Andrew Nolan
Aisha Akhtar Aslam  |  Celia Luisa Handing  |  Benjamin Michael Perry
Helen Sophia Bougás  |  Hailey Cathleen Hazen  |  Lindsey Nicole Philips
Ella Jane Dabney  |  Elisabeth Grace Hood  |  William Hughes Raiford
Caleigh Brynn Daugherty  |  Anne Olivia Hulme  |  Erik Jahveed Rorem
Lillian Grace Derr  |  Brittney Jeanne Hutchison  |  Anna C. Su
Emily A. Dudley  |  James Clifton Kays  |  Jane Margaret Turner
Paige Marie Edwards  |  Keely Alexis McNeme  |  Laura Wildman
Kristen Michelle Edwards  |  Sarah Joyce Mende  |  Marcos Alejandro Zertuche
Alexandra Marie Eid  |  Gabriel Mongaras  |  Anna Kelley Zielke
Blake William Gebhardt  |  Avery Nicole Nesson

SMU Mothers’ and Dads’ Clubs

Outstanding Senior Man and Woman: Emory James McDowell and Faith Fang

University Honors Program Students

As the educational mainstay and intellectual core of the University, the University Honors Program at SMU serves the highest-achieving students in all majors across campus. Those invited to participate fulfill a seven-course requirement of their University Curriculum in small, often discussion-based classes.

Hagan A. Ausmann  |  Jonathan Michael Joseph Ciccone  |  Alexandra Marie Eid
Hiren Singh Bagga  |  Luciano Salvatore Cocivera  |  Alexandra Noel Fassnacht
Dima B. Balut  |  Kamryn Emily Cook  |  Elizabeth L. Feltovic
James Joseph Barta  |  Daniel Alexander Covert  |  Sophie Grace Fernando
Razan Mohammad Bayan  |  Jackson Slade Covert  |  Alexandra Kimberly Field
Martin Zadok Bayazitoglu  |  Kaegan Joseph Cowan  |  Karsten Elaine Fields
Nicholas James Beecher  |  Katherine Koppen Cowles  |  Isabel Marie Finkbeiner
Amanda Jane Benbow  |  Libby Kaye Curtis  |  Oliver Davis Forst
Bennett Michael Berlin  |  William McCarthy Daughton  |  Austin Taylor Foster
Brooke Allyson Betik  |  Ryan August Dayal  |  Madeline Leilani Frederick
Alyssa Rose Bleyle  |  Liliann Faith DeVos  |  Estelle R. Gabriel
Brinda Reddy Bobbala  |  Saavni Nirav Desai  |  McKenna Ann Gilbreth
Evan Gabriel Bogoslavsky  |  Raleigh Alexander Dewan  |  Will Brennon Gaessler
Amber Nicole Bormann  |  Annette Diaz  |  Regan Lee Gleghorn
Grace Estelle Brandt  |  Thatcher Reed Dunlap  |  Wade Drayton Glover
Matthew Reece Breaux  |  Emma G. Eades  |  Katherine McCormick Goins
Zachary Tyler Brinker  |  Hayden John Robert  |  Grace Elizabeth Griggs
Trevor Darryl Burke  |  Eelkema  |  George William
Camille Audrey Carson  |  Krystal Ada Egbuchunam  |  Guckenberg
Laura Scott Cary
Honor Societies

Mortar Board is a national honor society recognizing college seniors for their exemplary scholarship, leadership, and service.

Haley Elizabeth Adams
Joshua Warren Ange
Samantha Daniella Augustus-Clow
Alex Christopher Barbour
Kaylee Nichole Beard
Caroline Grace Boessen
Amber Nicole Bormann
Madisyn Eli’Anna Cantu-Rison
Patricia Grace Condon
Garrett Andrew Cooley
Jackson Slade Covert
Daniel Alexander Covert
Ella Jane Dabney
William Blake Daugherty
Whitney Marie Dean
Gabriella Christa Doan
Emily A. Dudley
Lillian Emily Duma
Alex Michael Euscher

Raiya Parikh Shah
Gavin Glen Simmons
Nicholas McGuire Simpson
Bhavna Singh
Allen Conrad Small
Joseph Anthony Spencer
Sandhya Srinivasa-Narasimhan
Katherine Yanlin Tao
Alexander Wright Tate
Carter Brooks Thompson
Asher Kye Thye
Abigail Elizabeth Tirey
Julie Tran
Shaun Michael Turner
Jacqueline Louise Valdez
Rachel Lauren Wagner
Rafay Wahid
Muaz Wahid
Emma Rose Waite
Jordan Ezra Wartell Cortez
Melissa Jean Whitter
Laura Wildman
Preston Martin Williams
Julia M. Wilson
Shenley Ward Wish
Melanie Elizabeth Wright
Isaac Chester Yau
Alexandra Louisa Zaharia
Isabella Marie Zambrano
Sophia Mae Zuckerman

MORTAR BOARD

Mortar Board is a national honor society recognizing college seniors for their exemplary scholarship, leadership, and service.
Emma Katherine Lochabay
Rachel Coryn Mannon
Claire Mia McCarter
Caroline Elizabeth McNaghten
Juliana Christi Neniel
Aline T. Nguyen
Travis Andrew Nolan
Kirk Ilerioluwa Ogunrinde
Adaeze Jennifer Okoli
Ebunoluwa Motunrayo
Yewande Omoniyi
Justin Bryant Patty
Nikolas Patrick Powers
Kathryn Elizabeth Prappas
Catherine Elizabeth Ramsey
Thomas D. Reedy
Kamden Andrew Rich
Addison Sydney Ritenour
Catherine Camille Scott
Taylor Khouw Shimizu
Brody E. Thalmann
Sydni Kaye Walker
Sarah Katherine Waller
Jordan Ezra Wartell Cortez
Anna Ramsey Weith
Alyssa Katherine Wilson
Mikayla Paige Witcher
Dylan William Wolchko
Alexandra Hyde Yeager

**ALPHA CHI**

*Alpha Chi is a national college honor society founded in 1922 that admits students from all academic disciplines. To be invited to membership, a student must have at least junior standing and a cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher.*

Nadia R. Armstrong
Avery Grace Berlin
Sydney Grace Boneno
Abigail Grace Carter
Ella Grace Collard
Madison Elizabeth Crisp
Ella Jane Dabney
Whitney Marie Dean
Daniel Neel Discenza
Gabriella Christa Doan
Emily A. Dudley
Feisi Fang
Brianna Renee Freshwater
Mary Ann Galvan
Jordan Taylor Hall
Regina Hammeken Iturralde
Arecesha F. Hasanali
Elisabeth Grace Hood
Logan Roger Hoover
Anne Olivia Hulme
Max Hoffmann Jogerst
Evan Thomas Johnson
Ethan David Jones
Sophia J. Kim
Bailey Rayne Kimball
Muhammad Abdullah Lakhanip
Ayden James Machajewski
Siena Rose Marek
Michaela Elizabeth McTee
Ruth Ann Miller
Rachel Victoria Neil
Eleni Alexandra Orfanos
Nikolas Patrick Powers
Kathryn Elizabeth Prappas
Brynne Therese Richardson
Daniel Joseph Ryan
Ryan Douglas Schaefer
Taylor Khouw Shimizu
Gavin Glen Simmons
Kendall Renee Stieben
Anna C. Su
Jordan Elizabeth Sullivan
Alexander T Tran
Silvia Lourdes Vazquez
Kyle Matthew Voulgaris
Sydni Kaye Walker
Laura Wildman

**PHI BETA KAPPA**

*Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest and most prestigious honor society in the liberal arts and sciences, founded in 1776. Senior SMU students selected are in the top 20 percent of their class; juniors selected are in the top 10 percent.*

Laura Christine Alasad
Lamisa Z. Ali
Aisha Akhtar Aslam
Charlotte Dawn Betts
Alyssa Rose Bleyle
Katherine Anne Bouis
Sparrow G. Caldwell
Angelina Mariani Choucair
Daniel Alexander Covert
Eric A. DesJardins
Raleigh Alexander Dewan
Emily A. Dudley
Thatcher Reed Dunlap
Alexandra Marie Eid
Anthony George Farhat
Alexandra Noel Fassnacht
Liana Forss
Blake William Gebhardt
McKenna Ann Gilbreth
Katherine McCormick Goins
Julia Patricia Griffin
Emily Jacqueline Hall
Carolyn Ruth Hammond
Celia Luisa Handing
Hailey Cathleen Hazen
Amy Nicole Hermann
Charles Kumar Hollis
Elisabeth Grace Hood
Curtis Reagan Johnson
Giuliet L. Kibler
Nilsson Locke Lawrence
Shannon Xintong Lee
Lauren B. Limp
Emily Tyler McCall
Della Lee McDougal
Simone Jeong Melvin
Psi Chi is the international honor society in psychology. It was founded in 1929 to encourage excellence in scholarship and to advance the science and application of psychology. The SMU chapter was established in 1930.

Pi Kappa Lambda was established in 1915 to honor distinguished students for both academic and musical accomplishment.

Beta Gamma Sigma
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest national recognition a student in business can achieve. Junior and senior students are invited to join if they are in the upper 10 percent of their class.
TAU BETA PI

Tau Beta Pi was founded in 1885 to recognize those who have conferred honor upon their alma mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as students in engineering, or by their attainments as alumni in the field of engineering.

Noah James Barnard  
Gabriella Christa Doan  
Kristen Michelle Edwards  
Nathan A Gage  
Camila Giron Errazuriz  
Joshua Andrew Hascall

Nelson Daniel Koshiol  
Kevin Ken-Vun Leong  
Elias Ken Mann  
Paige Catherine McFarlain  
Jackson Thomas Merrick  
Yazan Ali Naseef

Juliana Grace Roller  
Daniel Joseph Ryan  
Veronica R Tanner

ETA KAPPA NU

Eta Kappa Nu, founded in 1904, acknowledges excellence in the electrical and computer engineering disciplines. Membership is offered to the top 25 percent of juniors and 33 percent of seniors.

Ross M. Elliott  
Boyuan Li  
Allen Conrad Small

Aparna Sridhar  
Alexa Kathryn Sigle Sutherlin  
Aaron Joshua Taylor

Kynleigh Ann Williams

OMEGA RHO

Omega Rho is a national honor society founded in 1976 that recognizes honor and excellence in operations research and management science. Undergraduates must rank in the top 25 percent of the class.

Noah Ethan Alban  
Lauren Ashli Davis  
Nina Marie Fisk  
Sakshi Anand Hinduja

Zayed Ahsan Khan  
Camryn Elizabeth Maginel  
Elizabeth Anne McPherson  
Lydia Katherine Poche

Ashley Marie Rocco  
Drew Michael Smith  
Leyla Sadat Tavassoli

UPSILON PI EPSILON

Upsilon Pi Epsilon is an international honor society founded in 1967 recognizes the academic excellence in the Computing and Information Disciplines and to encourage their contribution to the enhancement of knowledge.

Kendall Boesch  
Slater Heil

Sage Elizabeth Konstanzer  
Nick Liu

TAU SIGMA

Tau Sigma recognizes the academic achievement of the most outstanding transfer students nationwide and promotes campus involvement of transfer students.

Ammara Abbasi  
Tuqa W. M. Abualsoud  
Aaliyah Merced Avellaneda  
Theodora Bo-Young Barclay  
Ethan Barnella  
Braxton Christopher Boyle  
Montana R. Braden  
Michael Angel Campos  
Crystal Castelan

Claire Abigail Cleveland  
Taylor Teresa Craven  
William Blake Daugherty  
Carly V. Fallon  
Michael Harry Gilfenbain  
Sophia Rose Gundrey  
Logan Andrew Hight  
James Sherman Horan  
Emma Catherine Hunter

Lucy I. Kleinschmidt  
Marina Ljubicic  
Adeaze Jennifer Okoli  
Christopher Michael Pierson  
Arden Elise Rasmussen  
Clare Elizabeth Rice  
Zoe Delize Rodriguez  
 Anastasia Ross  
Mireya Sanchez
SALUTE

SALUTE Veterans National Honor Society recognizes the academic accomplishments of student veterans, active duty, National Guard and Reserve members.

Tyler Eugene Bradley
Dimitri Santana Munoz
Keaton Grant Studdert
Michael Angel Campos
Christopher Michael Pierson
Matthew James Swigart
Ritney Leon Coleman
Paul Daniel Sanders
Justin Ryan Williams
Stephen Robert Merdink
Andrew James Strickland

Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Robert and Nancy Dedman Outstanding Senior Student: Amy Nicole Hermann

Hamilton Undergraduate Research Scholar: Azeez Abdul; Natalie Michelle Adams; Zuhair A. Almahayni; Nadia R. Armstrong; Charlotte Dawn Betts; Jonathan Dwight Boothe; Saavni Nirav Desai; Xena El Shamy; Jacqueline E. Fidellow; Holly Elizabeth Gray; Amy Nicole Hermann; Patrick Tallmus Isaac; Benjamin Todd Jaksick; Claire Emily Janssen; Curtis Reagan Johnson; Phineas Hamilton LaMastra; Lauren B. Limp; Kylie Kristine Lodes; Hayden Mant; Simba Rehman Masters; Keely Alexis McNeme; Ruth Ann Miller; Rebecca P. Morris; Juliana Christi Neniel; Kevin Quang Nguyen; Nathan James Park; Ria Venkateshwar Parpelli; Neel Patel; Benjamin Michael Perry; Nikola Raicevic; Noah Scott Randall; John Andrew Ridge; Edward Alden Roebuck; Nicholas McGuire Simpson; Boden Thor Svang; Vivian Tran Thai; Julie Tran; Laura Wildman; Melanie Elizabeth Wright; Catherine Crowell Wright; Saifiyah Ali Zaki

Robert Mayer Undergraduate Research Fellow: Sierra Rose Carlson; Siphosami E Dongozzi; Anthony George Farhat; Liana Forss; Oliver Davis Forst; Curtis Reagan Johnson; Travis Andrew Nolan; Asher Kye Thye; Dylan Patrik Tietje-Mckinney

HUMANITIES

English

Bromberg Graduating Senior Award: Emory James McDowell
Belle Mayer Bromberg Scholarship: Ammara Abbasi
Bromberg Junior Scholar: William Michael Hamill
Robert L. Beecher Scholarships: Evangeline Bria Bulick; Luke William Connelly; Mason Benjamin Morland; Brynn Caroline Price; Seth Jedrix Villa; Alyssa Katherine Wilson
Belle Mayer Bromberg Prize for Excellence: Brittney Jeanne Hutchison
Pascal Covici, Jr. Prize for Outstanding Essay in American Studies: Erich Emil Heise
Blink Creative Writing Award: Michael Christopher Zammataro
Frances Mossiker Prize – First Place: Simone Jeong Melvin
Frances Mossiker Prize – Second Place: Katrina R. Perkins
Frances Mossiker Prize – Third Place: Kenya Denise Flippin
Lon Tinkle Award for Excellence in Creative Writing: Alejandra Ruth Cuellar; Simone Jeong Melvin; Abigail Elizabeth Tirey
Margaret Terry Crooks Award for Excellence in Creative Writing: Jordan Elizabeth Young
Marsh Terry Creative Writing Scholarship: Eileen Mackenzie Collins; Meghana Lily Shenoy
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award - First Place: Raleigh Alexander Dewan
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award - Second Place: Noah James Barnard
David R. Russell Memorial Poetry Award - Third Place: Abigail Elizabeth Tirey
History

Herbert Pickens Gambrell Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement: Dima B. Balut; Emory James McDowell

Stanton Sharp Award for Outstanding Service and Academic Achievement: Isabel Marie Finkbeiner

Henry S. Jacobus Junior Paper Prize in History: Benjamin Trevor Feinstein

Medieval Studies

Ann Whaling Book Prize in Medieval Studies: Emory James McDowell

Philosophy

Hausman Award for Excellence in the History of Western Philosophy: Thatcher Reed Dunlap

Religious Studies

Isaac Gustave Bromberg Award for Outstanding Work in the Humanities: Shenley Ward Wish

Department of Religious Studies Writing Award: Claire Elizabeth Galea

Harvey Paul Alper Award for Outstanding Work in an Eastern Religion: Will Brennon Glaesser

World Languages and Literatures

Megan Laird and Raiberto Comini Italian Language Award: Indsey Mae Austin; Madeline Dawn Provenzano; Duncan Regan Yozzo

Isaac Gustave Bromberg Award for Latin: Alexandra Gitanjali Lahiri

Philip H. Solomon Award in World Languages and Literatures:
  Arabic: Fiona L. Graybill
  Chinese: Henry Kai Glaesser
  French: Lillian Theresa Yager
  German: Lillian Rose Chapman
  Hindi: Lily E. Anderson
  Greek: Melanie Lynn Cloud
  Italian: William Edward Mockabee
  American Sign Language: Blythe Carolina Masterson
  Japanese: Kathleen Kieu-Han Nguyen
  Latin: Gwendolyn Ruth Dziak
  Russian: Laura Wildman
  Spanish: Oliver Davis Forst

The McLamore Family Foundation Scholarship in Classical Studies: Eileen Mackenzie Collins

The McLamore Family Foundation Scholarship in Latin: Caton James Peters

Natural and Mathematical Sciences

Biological Sciences

Outstanding Senior in Biological Sciences: Lindsey Nicole Philips

Academic Excellence Award in Biological Research: Frederica A. Kizek

Academic Excellence Award in Biological Sciences: Hagan A. Ausmann; Giuliet L. Kibler
CHEMISTRY
Charles T. Kenner Award in Chemistry: Lior Kremer; Dylan Patrik Tietje-Mckinney

EARTH SCIENCES
Goodell-Richards Academic Excellence Award in Undergraduate Study: Sparrow G. Caldwell; Elena M. Muir

MATHEMATICS
John Robert McCaw Merit Award in Mathematics: Mary Jandy Cabanas Cardenas; Brandon Robert Lindvall; Juliana Grace Roller; Aden Wayne Smith

NATURAL SCIENCES Program
Outstanding Graduating Senior in Biochemistry: Karsten Elaine Fields; Aden Wayne Smith

PHYSICS
Frank C. McDonald Memorial Award for Excellence in Physics: George William Guckenberger
Robert Stewart Hyer Scholar Award in Physics: Amy Nicole Hermann
Chalk Scholarship Award for Excellence in Physics: Hannah Siegel
Wiley Scholarship Award for Excellence in Physics: Amy Nicole Hermann
Physics Scholarship Award: Joshua Warren Ange

STATISTICAL STUDIES
Statistical Science Department Award for Academic Excellence: Ellen V. Taylor

SOCIAL SCIENCES

ANTHROPOLOGY
Edward I. and Peggy C. Fry Award for Academic Excellence in Undergraduate Anthropology: Melanie Elizabeth Wright
Outstanding Senior Student in Anthropology: Curtis Reagan Johnson
Outstanding Senior Student in Health and Society: Nicholas McGuire Simpson
Lambda Alpha Iota Chapter Distinguished Achievement Award: Asher Kye Thye

ECONOMICS
Economics Department Award for Excellence: Niklas Kamran Heshmati Krutiak
Josef Hadar Award: James Rankin Poage
Wallace F. Lovejoy Memorial Award: Benjamin Todd Jaksick

INTERNATIONAL AND AREA STUDIES
Franklin Balch Award for Academic Excellence in International Studies: Dima B. Balut; Saavni Nirav Desai

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Outstanding Senior in Political Science: Saavni Nirav Desai
Arnold Fund Dennis M. Simon Award for Academic Excellence: Saavni Nirav Desai; Emily Tyler McCall
John Goodwin Tower Award: Vashati Justus Silvaz
PSYCHOLOGY
Award for Outstanding Research by an Undergraduate in Psychology: Ruth Ann Miller
Psychology Department Senior Award for Outstanding Performance: Rebecca P. Morris

SOCIOLOGY
Walter T. and Helen B. Watson Prize in Sociology: Elisabeth Grace Hood
Outstanding Senior in Sociology: Aidan Nicole Foley
Outstanding Senior in Markets and Culture: Emily Jacquelyn Hall

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Ann Early Award in Women’s Studies: Frances Altland Badgett; Katherine McCormick Goins; Zachary David Kushubar; Rebecca P. Morris; Melissa Jean Whitley
Betty Janette Maynard Award for Excellent Scholarship in Women’s and Gender Studies: Frances Altland Badgett; Katherine McCormick Goins; Rebecca P. Morris; Jamie Michelle O’Brien

MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

TEMERLIN ADVERTISING INSTITUTE
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Creative Advertising: Anika Jhaveri Crouser
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Advertising: Anika Jhaveri Crouser
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Digital Media Strategy: Amber Nicole Bormann
Temerlin Advertising Institute Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in Strategic Brand Management: Kailin Kerzner

ART
The Mary Vernon Painting Prize: Xinyu Ai; Della Lee McDougal

ART HISTORY
Alessandra Comini Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Art History Major: Jackson Slade Covert
Art History Division Outstanding Senior Award: Daphne Trinity Tsitsonis

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Outstanding Academic Achievement in Corporate Communication and Public Affairs: Haley Elizabeth Adams
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Organizational Communication: Madeline Leilani Frederick
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Political Communication: Keely Alexis McNeme
Outstanding Corporate Communication and Public Affairs Student in Public Relations and Strategic Communication: Fernanda Gonzalez Palma
DANCE
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Dance: Annabelle Christine Daniels; Karmen Ariel Moore

FILM & MEDIA ARTS
Outstanding Scholarly Achievement Award: Piper Peña Hadley; Alexandra G. May
Outstanding Creative Achievement in Film/Media Production: Brianna C. Flores; Aysia Rachelle Lane
Nash Parsley Memorial Award for Outstanding Creative Achievement: Brittney Jeanne Hutchison
Outstanding Achievement in Screenwriting for Film and Media Arts: Lexie Shamir; Qi Su

JOURNALISM
Outstanding Achievement in Broadcast Journalism: Jillian Faith Taylor
Outstanding Achievement in Digital Journalism: Jordyn Mashel Harrell
The Pendri Family Award in Journalism: Emma Caroline McRae
Outstanding Achievement in Fashion Media: Maria Michel Chammas
The Pendri Family Award in Fashion Media: Lucy Grace Ladis
Outstanding Achievement in Writing and Editing: Aysia Rachelle Lane

MUSIC
The Undergraduate Award for Excellence in Music: Donovan Pierce McManus; Julie Elizabeth Zahrndt

THEATRE
Undergraduate Award for Academic Excellence in the Division of Theatre:
Laura Scott Cary

EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ACCOUNTING
Outstanding Accounting Major: Abigail G. Kelley; Caleb Stanley Reynolds
Distinguished Accounting Major: Victoria Louise Jozwiak; Aaron Tianyu Lu; Henry Stephen Frederick Maw; Grant Marshall Rosenthal

FINANCE
Outstanding Finance Major: Grant Avery Barden; Madeline Piper Langley
Distinguished Finance Major: Celeste Carolina Ansari; Alexis Horacio Cisneros; Blake Buchanan Dieterlen; Avinash Raja
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Outstanding Business Analytics and Supply Chain Management Major: Deana R. Kajmakovic; Yash Raj Sarada
Distinguished Business Analytics and Supply Chain Management Major: Constantine George Catranis; Dedeepya Chinnam; Rhys Michael Prosser; Justin Marc Rbeiz

MANAGEMENT

Outstanding Management and Organizations Senior Award: Piper Elizabeth Holden
Distinguished Management and Organizations Senior Award: Kyra Silvanose; Brandon Tyler Skavroneck; Ashlee Summer Walkowiak

MARKETING

JCPenney Center for Retail Excellence Outstanding Marketing Major: Raleigh Alexander Dewan
JCPenney Center for Retail Excellence Distinguished Marketing Major: McKenzie Ann Ertel; Madeline Leilani Frederick; Anna Elizabeth Musich; Sarah Marie Tersigni
JCPenney Center for Retail Excellence Outstanding Student Award: Kailas Vikas Patel

REAL ESTATE, RISK MANAGEMENT & BUSINESS LAW

Outstanding Entrepreneurship Student: Lillyana Stefanakis
Distinguished Entrepreneurship Student: Raleigh Alexander Dewan
Outstanding Strategy Student: Mikayla Leigh Devin; Yash Raj Sarada
Distinguished Strategy Student: Erin Grace Kang; Campbell Lynch Wilkerson

BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Grand Challenges Scholars: James Joseph Barta; Trevor Darryl Burke; Raleigh Alexander Dewan; Feisi Fang; Kamran E. Farid; Eric Willoughby Hirschbrich; Fatima Moid Kunwer; Juliana Grace Roller; Sandhya Srinivasa-Narasimhan; Alexa Kathryn Sigle Sutherlin; Sophia Hamid Yusuff
The E.H. Flath Award: Riley Nicole McGlasson
The Mark Shepard Award: Cesar Eduardo Sanchez

CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The Ellisor and Tanner Departmental Award for Civil Engineering: Camila Giron Errazuriz
The Ellisor and Tanner Departmental Award for Environmental Engineering: Juliana Grace Roller
The Dr. Laura J. Steinberg Distinguished First-Year Civil and Environmental Engineering Award: Zoe Kabanga Mukendi
The Ellisor and Tanner Civil and Environmental Engineering Award for Excellence in Design: Madison Isobel Stafford
COMPUTER SCIENCE

The Departmental Award in Computer Science: Michael Patrick Lennon
The Rick A. Barrett Memorial Award: Sydney Ireland Gibbs

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

The Finley W. Tatum Award in Electrical Engineering: Jacob Shafer Cohen
The Departmental Award in Computer Engineering: John Stephen Easton
The Departmental Award in Electrical and Computer Engineering: Allen Conrad Small
The Sally Blum Memorial Prize in Electrical and Computer Engineering:
   - Mirana Nicole Emigh

OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

The Departmental Award in Operations Research and Engineering Management:
   - Riley Nicole McGlasson
The Francisco Villagrán Molina Memorial Award: Cameron Jonathan Ervin; Dominic Jonathan Hoefer
The Jeff Kennington Young Scholar Award: Jadyn Kathryn Bauss; Talia Marie Markowski

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The Sally Blum Memorial Prize in Mechanical Engineering: Tyler Miller Barfield; Garrett Patrick Madison; Catherine Elizabeth Zaunbrecher
The Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Award: Sinan Martin Beskok
The Mechanical Engineering Department Chair Award: Feisi Fang; Luis Eduardo Fernandez

ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Outstanding Pre-Service Educator: Mary Jandy Cabanas Cardenas
Teacher Scholar Award, Undergraduate Elementary: Sarah Margaret Katz; Ainslee Lehner
Teacher Scholar Award, Undergraduate Secondary: Eric A. DesJardins
Applied Physiology and Health Management Departmental Distinction Award:
   - Sydney Claire Bowlin; Alexandra Hyde Yeager
Applied Physiology and Health Management Departmental Honors: Remi Rosencrans
Sport Management Departmental Distinction Award: Clayton Elway Hackler;
   - Joshua William Anagnostu
Sport Performance Leadership Departmental Distinction Award:
   - Chandler Elizabeth Klevana
SMU is the nationally ranked global research university in the dynamic city of Dallas. SMU’s alumni, faculty and more than 12,000 students in eight degree-granting schools demonstrate an entrepreneurial spirit as they lead change in their professions, communities and the world. Building on its history of excellence, the University has launched SMU Ignited: Boldly Shaping Tomorrow – a multiyear $1.5 billion campaign to empower outstanding students, to enrich teaching and research, and to enhance our campus and community.